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Descanso Bay, Gabriola Island, looking towards Nanaimo.

Budget: regressive tax
increases and tricky
accounting - Gary Holman MLA

Haro Strait ship traffic – a 40% increase? - Patrick Brown

After a 200-day hiatus, the BC Legislature is sitting and the
opposition could confirm, in Question Period, that the
government hasn’t even considered, much less analyzed, the
economic impacts of its ferry policies on coastal communities
and BC as a whole.
As an economist, I believe an objective analysis would
confirm that the income, employment and provincial
government revenue impacts of ferry cuts and fare increases
outweigh the meagre savings to BC Ferries, which amount to a
little over 1% of its $743 million budget and a rounding error in
the $44 billion provincial budget.
A major issue in this legislative session is the provincial
budget, which is being ‘balanced’ by increasing a number of fees
and charges—taxes by any other name. Increases in hydro and
MSP rates alone amount to nearly $900 for the average family
over 3 years; this excludes hikes in vehicle insurance rates, and
increases in tuition fees and ferry fares—both of which have
roughly doubled over the past decade.
The provincial government is also relying on a ‘dividend’
from BC Hydro ($1.2 billion over 2014-2017), funded by sharp
rate hikes and the creation of about $4 billion in deferred
BUDGET, please turn to page 11

is at these

Haro Strait is a dog-legged passage between the US San Juan
Islands and Canada’s southern Gulf Islands. All the deep-sea
ships to and from Port Metro Vancouver must travel it in both
directions. And with current and proposed increases in oil
tankers, bulk carriers, container ships, cruise ships, tugs and
barges, and recreational and fishing vessels, Haro Strait may be
facing a 40% increase in ship traffic during the next three to four
years.
This means doubling the risk to island shores on both sides
of the international border, that runs down the middle of the
Strait.
Lying between Strait of Georgia and Strait of Juan de Fuca,
Haro Strait boasts strong tidal currents, numerous nasty reefs,
and tricky navigation. It’s not very wide—at least from the point
of view of the skipper of a ship seven hundred feet long—and
the turns are sharp and tricky. Ship traffic is radio controlled
from Victoria into a southbound and a northbound lane, but
this two-way divided seaway is narrow enough at Turn Point
that traffic controllers must restrict shipping to one direction at
a time.

How Much Traffic Is There Now?

Right now, about 3,000 ships a year—each way—pass through
Haro Strait, that’s about twenty ships a day.They travel mostly
in daylight (tankers must). Bear in mind: tides and currents, the
occasional bout of stormy weather, fog, reefs, smaller vessels

(particularly tugs and barges) in the area, and also that the ship
does not steer awfully well, and some ships steer awfully … and
they don’t have very good brakes. Some bulk carriers can take
several miles to stop.

The pilots have to be good. They are; there are very few
accidents, though nobody records how many near misses there
TANKERS, please turn to page 10
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Water in the spotlight

At the end of January, water issues in British Columbia were
centre stage as watershed groups, researchers, professional
resource managers, and decision-makers at all levels of
government, including First Nations, came together to reenvision the way we use, share, and respect our natural
resources.
Over 200 people—including representatives from across the
Columbia Basin and online viewers from across the country—
gathered at the Quw’utsun’ Cultural and Conference Centre in
Duncan for a national forum on freshwater protection, with a
focus on watershed governance.
The three-day event, ‘Watersheds 2014: Towards Watershed
Governance in British Columbia and Beyond’, was designed to
support skills development and capacity building. It featured
leading national and international speakers, and presented a
unique opportunity to explore critical and emerging issues such
as: community-based monitoring, public engagement, legal
tools, sustainable financing, and shared decision-making.
Key messages that emerged from the forum include:
• 93% of Canadians agree that fresh water is our most
precious natural resource
• Watershed governance is emerging as an innovative and
viable approach for achieving long-term sustainability and
building community confidence
• A key factor for its success is improved collaboration
between citizens and decision-makers at the watershed scale; it
must involve the provincial government, First Nations, and local
government support
In BC, the new Water Sustainability Act proposed for this
spring sitting of the legislature represents a opportunity for
moving towards sustainable watershed governance. 0
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Great Migrations of Herring

erring must be among some of the most prolific fishes
on the planet. They are often referred to as the grass of
the sea. My local waters, Management Area 14, are
frequently the destinations and spawning grounds of billions of
Pacific herring that make an annual migration from the Pacific
Ocean off the west coast of Canada and the US. Since 1980 the
seine fishery on roe herring has taken place at least twenty times
in Baynes Sound. If it didn’t happen, it was usually in the waters
around Denman-Hornby Islands and Cape Lazo. There was one
brief abnormality when it occurred near Powell River in 1984
and 1987. The seine fishery usually lasts one or two days—gillnet
fishery is normally spread over several days and it takes place
from Cape Lazo, Baynes Sound, Denman and Hornby Islands
to as far south as Nanaimo.
About the end of January the commercial fleet of seine and
gillnet boats along with their support boats begin to assemble
in our local ports and anchorages in anticipation of the coming
spawning run of herring. One side affect is that it is good for
local businesses that serve the needs of the fleet. It is relatively
easy to predict the anticipated run size with our modern systems
of communication; but I am in wonder about the marvelous
systems of nature that tell the birds, fish and animals that it is
time to start gathering in Area 14 waters for the coming feasts
of spawning herring.
Herring are targeted as food for other species at every level
of development from freshly spawned eggs all the way through
their entire life cycle. Birds gather to gulp down the fresh eggs
and predatory fish and animals eat them at every stage of their
life cycle. Humans also eat them at all stages of development.
If you travel, you can book trips to Africa to watch the great
migrations of animals that occur across the landscape. I wonder
how many people think of the great migrations of birds, animals
and fish that are taking place in our local waters for the next
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- Ralph Shaw

couple of months. If you live near the south end of Baynes
Sound or within hearing distance of Norris Rocks and Flora
Islets you know about the concentrations of sea lions that are
happening right now. If those animals were subject to a noise
by-law they would all be in court. There are hundreds of Stella
and California sea lions hauled out on any place that meets their
needs and they are more than a little vocal about their presence.
We are used to seeing concentrations of swans that turn fields
white. For the next couple of months do not be surprised if you
witness a large beach that has suddenly turned white by huge
concentrations of sea gulls that are resting after gorging on a
nearby roe herring spawn event in shallow tidal waters. Mixed
with the confusion of a spawning act you will see large numbers
of bald eagles that are joining the feast. There will also be a
concentration of cormorants and various diving ducks added to
the mix. Below the surface we can only guess at the numbers of
salmon and other predatory fish, dolphins, orcas and larger
whales that come to take their share of the bounty.
You get to witness a feast as well as a renewal of life as the
waters turn white from the excess male sperms for the freshly
spawned eggs of the females. To get a feel for the magnitude of
Pacific herring spawning events you may be fortunate enough
to see a beach that is covered by billions of tiny eggs up to a
depth of several inches.
The Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
monitors the allowable catch based on information from the
Centre for Scientific Advice – Pacific (CSAP). As I understand
it the target harvest for the Strait of Georgia is 20% of the stock
assessment.
In round figures, tonnage for the major roe herring fisheries
are as follows: seines 7, 543 tons, gillnet 6090 tons, and winter
food and bait 8,000 tons (DFO Commercial Fishing Plan for
Roe herring – 2013/2014 season.) 0

Islands’ land trust volunteers honoured
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he commitment and diligence of Gulf Island residents
who have founded and worked with land trusts was
recently recognized by a key province-wide conservation
organization. And on Galiano Island, the hard work goes on,
focusing on a unique Learning Centre on a prime mid-island
188-acre waterfront parcel with pockets of old-growth Douglas
Fir, sandstone cliff and rich agricultural land.
The Land Trust Alliance gave its Lifetime Achievement
Award to the Galiano Conservancy Association’s Ken Millard,
who helped found the organization back in 1989 and has
worked tirelessly since to protect Coastal Douglas Fir
ecosystems on Galiano Island and throughout the region.
‘It has always been a goal of the Galiano Conservancy to
integrate conservation with community and societal needs, and
to encourage community involvement in land-use decisionmaking, and that all comes together nicely in our plans for the
Learning Centre,’ Millard said this week. ‘This award was a
particular honour and I thank all the many other organizations
and individuals that have contributed to the Galiano
Conservancy’s success.’
Paul McNair, executive director of the Land Trust Alliance,
noted Millard has worked for over 25 years to provide
inspiration and mentorship. ‘Ken has surpassed the expectation
that any organization could have for a volunteer,’ said McNair.
‘His expertise and commitment to land trusts has ensured the
Galiano Conservancy and is own legacy will last for many
generations.’
Millard said in an interview that the mid-island Learning
Centre has received a donation of a building, once owned by the
Silva Foundation, from its present owners Vaagen Brothers
Lumber Company. The building will be disassembled on its site
in the Interior, trucked to Galiano and reassembled, providing
a kitchen/dining/classroom building and a key step toward
hosting multi-day stays with facilities beyond the present
campsites. Urban youth, welcomed to the centre through an
active bursary program, have been shown to blossom and
connect more deeply with nature over periods of several days.
Millard reported a roughed-in trail from the Learning Centre
land, District Lot 57, through an adjacent parcel on District Lot
58 owned by the Islands Trust Fund, is starting to provide hikes
from shore-to-shore across the narrow island, traversing highly
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- Suzanne Fournier

diverse ecosystems from Trincomali Channel to the Straits of
Georgia. It’s anticipated that the successful Walkalong held last
year to raise funds to enhance Learning Centre programs will
be repeated this summer, both as a fundraising tool and to
showcase the wide-ranging benefits of land conservation. This
spring, the Learning Centre already has garlic planted in the
ground and will be utilizing the greenhouse on-site to start food
crops, an important component in the Conservancy’s alreadyflourishing native plant nursery.
The Galiano Conservancy’s creative land acquisition process
was made possible through the Natural Areas Conservation
program, administered by the Nature Conservancy of Canada,
a loan from VanCity’s Resilient Capital fund, along with
donations from corporations, foundations and many individual
supporters.
The collaborative process of managing the land took an
intensive year of consultation with the community, a process
documented in a study by Deborah Curran, University of
Victoria Hakai professor in Environmental Law and
Sustainability, and funded by the Real Estate Foundation of BC.
Curran’s report makes for interesting reading and can act as a
blueprint for any organization interested in acquiring and
conserving land in BC.
The Land Trust Alliance of BC also recognized the Savary
Island Land Trust (SILT), which owns and supports 16 acres of
land on the tiny island. Savary has a year-round population of
only 30 people yet has raised more than $100,000 a year in each
of the last three years. Divided into literally thousands of lots,
the small island is only six miles long and less than a mile wide,
yet its small population raised awareness and funds with a
music and arts festival, art auctions and a concert.
SILT founder Liz Webster has lead the acquisition and
conservation of more than 200 acres, including one of Canada’s
most intact coastal dune ecosystems.
And at the Nanaimo and Area Land Trust, Annie Kerr was
recognized as an outstanding volunteer, for her work as a
Conservation Coordinator, who began from scratch in 2007 to
learn all about covenants, ecological gifts and tax law.
Across BC, the LandTrust Alliance represents 32 land trusts
and its members have conserved more than 1,200 properties,
totalling 1.4 million acres. 0
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Northern Gateway risks Canada’s wild Pacific salmon
Misty MacDuffee and Chris Genovali

anada’s northwest coast stands alone as thousand eggs that a female lays will return to
one of our planet’s last unspoiled spawn. These odds have further declined in
coastlines. Its rich assemblage of
recent years due to intense human
marine and terrestrial wildlife, wild
activities in salmon watersheds
rivers, and complex landscapes
and in the ocean. Oil tankers
‘Our assessment
makes it qualitatively different
and terminals present a
found that more than 400
from any other place in the
new, added threat to
spawning populations of salmon
world. British Columbians
salmon survival. While
lie adjacent to the confined channels
have increasingly come to of the tanker routes and that these acute exposure to
cherish this maritime streams contain some the highest crude oil will cause
commons
of
waters,
immediate death, it is
densities of spawning salmon on the
islands,
and
forests.
the
chronic, sub-lethal
BC coast. These salmon streams
According to an Angus Reid
and
indirect
exposure to
drain into Enbridge’s highest
public opinion poll, wild
oil
products
that
are of
risk routes for tanker
salmon—the foundation species
equal,
if
not
greater,
concern.
accidents.’
on which this coastal bounty is
The component most
built—are as important to British
associated with the
Columbians as the French language is to toxic
and
persistent
Quebec.
properties of petroleum
A new report by Raincoast Conservation products are the polycyclic
Foundation concluded that the consequences aromatic
hydrocarbons
to Canada’s wild Pacific salmon from the (PAHs). Low levels of
Enbridge Northern Gateway project are not a exposure to PAHS, in parts
risk worth taking. The report, ‘Embroiled: per billion, can have lethal
Salmon, Tankers and the Enbridge Northern and sub-lethal consequences
Gateway Proposal’, explores the connections for salmon.
between the oil industry’s anticipated activities
The most vulnerable
on the BC coast and how those activities could period for salmon to be
adversely affect salmon.
exposed to oil is during their
The Queen Charlotte Basin, the backdrop embryo incubation in the
for Enbridge’s oil tanker routes, is home to spawning gravels. Embryos
more than 5,000 spawning populations of wild and larvae are ten times
salmon. These fish represent 58% of Canada’s more sensitive to oil than
Pacific salmon and are the foundation of BC’s adult salmon because their
remarkable coastal ecology, the iconic wildlife high lipid content attracts oil.
that rely on them, and the basis for multi- In the gravels, chum and pink salmon are at the
million dollar economies in eco-tourism, highest risk to marine oil spills because their
salmon-based tourism and the salmon parents tend to spawn in the lower reaches of
resource sector.
streams, where oil residue can reach the
Salmon naturally have poor odds for gravels.
survival. On average, only one salmon for every
Early life is the next most vulnerable period
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from an oil spill. When young salmon first
migrate to sea, they rely on estuaries and nearshore waters for food, protection, and safe
migration. These areas are usually the most
heavily impacted by oil spills.
Importantly, there are threats from
industrial oil activities even in the absence of
large spills. Oil tankers and terminal activities
bring routine small spills, dramatically altered
shorelines, river water extraction, increased
underwater noise, ship wakes, turbidity, and
impacts to salmon food sources. In Alaska’s
Port of Valdez, the rise and accumulation of
PAHs in ocean sediments from small, chronic
oil spills (while loading tankers), tracks
perfectly the volume of oil shipped. In BC,

stressors from oil industry habitat loss and
toxicity would add to cumulative affects that
push salmon—most of which are at their lowest

-

levels of known abundance—beyond their
ability to survive.
Enbridge has maintained there are no
significant risks or consequences to salmon
from their proposed Northern Gateway
project. This is based on their wholly
inadequate assessment of baseline conditions
and project impacts and is exacerbated by their
failure to adequately consider cumulative
impacts,
including
climate
change.
Consequently, the conclusions arrived at by
Enbridge cannot be scientifically supported in
many cases.
In the absence of an adequate assessment
of risk by Enbridge (risk being defined as the
probability of an oil spill times the consequence
of an oil spill), Raincoast performed a limited
risk assessment to demonstrate the type of
analysis that should have been undertaken.
Our assessment found that more than 400
spawning populations of salmon lie adjacent to
the confined channels of the tanker routes and
that these streams contain some the highest
densities of spawning salmon on the BC coast.
These salmon streams drain into Enbridge’s
highest risk routes for tanker accidents.
Salmon, and the ecological and human
communities that they support, are the very
soul of British Columbia and the lifeblood of
our coastal ecosystem. Despite the National
Energy Board’s blessing that Northern
Gateway should go ahead, British Columbians
are not willing to surrender these values and
way of life to the oil industry.
Misty MacDuffee is a fisheries ecologist with
Raincoast Conservation Foundation and
Chris Genovali is Raincoast’s executive
director. 0
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taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
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In Belize
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• Access by boat only
• Mostly low level
tropical jungle
• Southern Toledo District
3.7 mi. to Punta Gorda
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1-226-499-0392 or
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School District #64 (Gulf Islands).
Regular meetings of the Board
of School Trustees will be held on
Wednesday, March 12, 2014 at
Fernwood School. Meeting
commencing at 1pm. Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school–boardmeetings. Public Welcome!
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FREE TO
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2007
Suzuki
Hayabusa
GSX1300RZZ GSX-R Sport Bike.
Excellent condition with no dents
or dings, 100% mechanically okay.
If interested, please contact me
for pictures, I bought the
motorcycle for my grandson as
his birthday gift August last year
and am giving it out to a good
home. johnstark227@yahoo.com
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Cancelled Herring Fishery Off
Westcoast

Dear Editor:
Finally, a judge has put a stop to political intervention in a
Canadian resource management process with an injunction
prohibiting a westcoast of Vancouver Island herring fishery in
2014. This bodes well for those working on the pipeline and tar
sands issues, where, in my opinion, scientific advice is also being
ignored, as even resource management structures (such as
National Energy Board ‘take over’ of DFO oil spill
oversight/analysis) have been structured/designed to override
science-based decisionmaking.
However, I predict industry will now end up taking an even
bigger than allocated roe herring quota in the Salish Sea this
spring—this being the only area in BC still scheduled to be
opened to commercial roe herring fishing. It is an area where
the local populations of herring are far from rebuilt.
Coast Salish and Kwakwaka'wakw First Nations members
often note to me, that they cannot harvest herring eggs to
anywhere near ‘traditional levels’; in fact most of these First
Nations are unable to harvest any herring eggs. This is due, in
my opinion, to the effects of decades of past roe herring
overfishing of local herring populations, pulp mill and salmon
open-net-pen farming pollution, and disease amplification due
to salmon open-net-pen farming.
David Ellis, Vancouver

Mighty Duck Hunters!

Dear Editor:
I recently came across ‘the one that got away’ in Henry Bay on
the north end of Denman Island. It was struggling over the
cobble to make its way back to the water. At first glance I
thought it had a broken leg but as I picked it up to help it, the
damage was far worse. This small duck fit in the palm of my
hand and had severe damage done to its left side that included
the damage to its leg, wing and exposed rib cage where a firearm
had left a hole big enough for a pencil to fit in. I was amazed it
was still alive and knew it wouldn't be for much longer as I
gently placed it back in the ocean.
Is this really considered ‘hunting’ where a boatload of ‘men’
hide behind a driftwood shelter and wait for the ducks to come
close enough to blast them out of existence? Why? Is this for
food or the perverted pleasure of being able to destroy life in
such an incredibly violent way? This is not ‘sport’, this is not
‘hunting’, this is cruel and barbaric. Until this type of ‘sport’ is
recognized for what it is and stopped, and ‘hunters’ continue to
have an overwhelming desire to kill things they don't intend on
eating, I hope they will at least kill their prey outright to prevent
unnecessary suffering. Have a little compassion—if you're at all
capable and if not, seek help from a mental health professional!
Edina Johnston, Denman Island

For the Bears

Dear Editor:
Hunted again in springtime in Ontario and as trophies even
more in BC, their deaths will not be easy. Trophy hunting
glamorizes some of the worst of human nature: the need to
control and acquire. Trophy hunting removes the strongest
www.islandtides.com
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genes from the gene pool. Why would anyone find it worthy to
be photographed with the dead eyes of a once grand creature
that was merely going about its natural business. Hunting
magazines that sell guns and excitement, show growling
grizzlies as though they are attacking the viewer. The majority
would not. Females with cubs as well as bears with a kill at hand
are the most likely to make a move to defend themselves (and
theirs). Attacking is a last resort for the grizzly unlike the human
after them.
Re: spring bear hunting anywhere, baiting winter starved
animals is hardly a moral or honourable way to hunt, is it?
Orphans often result, more suffering and death, or more actual
costs within the human community that cares for them.
If anything should be removed from the gene pool it should
be the impetus for humans to kill for pleasure. And add the gene
for politicians’ abuse of other living / sentient beings for their
own professional interests.
Francie Cochran, Courtenay

Speak Truth To Power!

Dear Editor:
British Columbians who are appalled at the Province’s
mismanagement of BC Ferries will gather on the lawn of the
provincial Legislature to take part in the Defend Our Marine
Highways Rally to speak truth to power on Tuesday, March 11.
Across BC’s ferry-impacted communities citizens have been
speaking out and rallying in their communities to express their
anger and frustration at the ever escalating ferry fares and the
proposed service cuts, unilaterally announced by the Province
on November 18. The Province’s policy directions imposed on
BC Ferries are strangling coastal and other ferry impacted
communities. The cuts and increases are impacting families,
the cost of goods and services, seniors, commuters, youth sports
teams, tourism, property values, and make no economic sense.
The proposed service cuts and fare increases will actually cost
the Province more than they will save and will severely damage
our communities.
On March 11, those gathered in Victoria will hear speakers,
representing a wide variety of communities and constituencies,
outline how and why the fares and service cuts are damaging
people, communities and economies and what needs to be done
to put BC Ferries back on an even keel.
The Defend Our Marine Highways Rally will call for an
immediate stop to all service cuts, a freeze on all scheduled fare
increases, repatriation of BC Ferries to more direct provincial
government control and the commencement of genuine and
open consultation between the Province and ferry-dependent
communities to find out what those communities want and
need from BC Ferries.
Following that, BC Ferries should be re-designed as a reliable
public transportation service with substantially lower fares,
better schedules, and a clear mandate to operate as a critical
economic generator for the entire provincial economy.
Defend Our Marine Highways asks all who are able to make
it to Victoria to join us on the Legislature lawn with your signs
and your energy to help us speak truth to power. We also need
your financial support to cover our organizing costs and carry
on the fight for a BC Ferries we can all be proud of. Cheques can
be made out to the BC Ferry Coalition c/o 8580 Redrooffs Road,
Halfmoon Bay, BC, V0N 1Y1.
The Defend Our Marine Highways Rally is being jointly
organized by the BC Coastal Mainland Alliance, the BC Ferry
Coalition, the Salt Spring Island Ferry Action Alliance, the
Quadra Island Ferry Action Group and numerous supporters
within ferry-impacted communities.
For more information please visit the following websites:
www.bcferrycoalition.com and www.bcmarinehighway.org
Jef Keighley, Halfmoon Bay

Rally On March 11

Dear Editor:
I’m furious the BC government has put islanders into a panic
about short-notice service cuts, on top of huge fare hikes its
policies imposed. But I’m very grateful for all the community
volunteers doing the number crunching and communicating
on how much ferries mean to us.
Islanders are coming out to the March 11 Victoria ferry rally,
noon at the Legislature, to let the provincial government know
ferries are vital provincial infrastructure. Because the
Legislature just sits during working hours, I hope islanders with
time Tuesday can come and represent all the ferry-dependent
commuters and businesses who can’t come that day; we want a
huge crowd and everyone counts. I’m honoured to be speaking
for Trust Council at the rally and am thankful to the organizers
for bringing us together.
Sheila Malcolmson, Gabriola Island Trustee

Vital Service

Dear Editor:
We had a snowstorm recently—I’m sure everyone noticed.
That storm actually disrupted land-line telephone service for
around 600-800 people on North Pender. This meant that for
people without a cell-phone, they had NO telephone
whatsoever. This doesn’t bode well for a community with a
relatively elderly demographic. Picture picking up a telephone
in the midst of an emergency, only to discover that there is no
dial tone, and no other way to call the 911 emergency service.
Gary Steeves (North Pender Trustee) persisted with Telus
higher management to ensure that service would be restored
on a top priority basis because, apparently, Telus was not fully

aware of the gravity of the situation until his intervention.
Just someone quietly doing his job—no fanfare, no BS.
Alex Wilson, Pender Island

Saanich Farmland Trust – One
Important Step

Congratulations to the District of Saanich for showing
leadership in the Capital Region by looking for ways to establish
a farmland trust.
When I was on Council in Central Saanich we unsuccessfully
petitioned the Capital Regional District (CRD) to investigate
creating a Regional Farmland Trust. The regional farmland
program can be set up similar to the Regional Housing Trust
Fund, a service the CRD has successfully operated since 2005.
As Saanich Councillor Dean Murdock rightly asserted
(Times Colonist, February 22, 2014, ‘Farmland Trust urged for
Saanich’), the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR) has been an
effective land use tool; now it is time to nurture and enhance
the business of agriculture, and develop tools to address major
challenges of the industry such as the cost of land.
A farmland trust is an important step forward. The CRD’s
housing trust fund is a successful model that has secured critical
investment partners to develop a range of housing options
across the region; a regional farmland trust fund would provide
farmers increased access to expensive farmland.
Hopefully Central Saanich partners with Saanich and the
CRD steps up to coordinate a regional approach to secure
farmland and create greater regional resilience through
increased local food production.
Adam Olsen, Interim-Leader BC Green Party

No More Tankers; Dogwood Initiative

Dear Editor:
The federal government is pushing through the Northern
Gateway pipeline despite repeated criticism that both the
pipeline and the increased oil tanker traffic along the BC coast
will cause oil spills. Both the pipeline and the proposed tanker
traffic route are along sparsely populated areas and will make
early detection and cleanup of oil spills very difficult.
The pipeline and attendant increased oil tanker traffic cannot
proceed without the BC government’s approval both generally
and specifically. We have the power to stop this. If you feel the
beauty of our coast is endangered by the proposed increase to
oil tanker traffic and you would like to do something about it,
please go to: www.notankers.ca.
The Dogwood Initiative is organizing a citizen’s initiative to
stop the increased oil tanker traffic. The way this is done is in
two stages: beginning with asking people to pledge that they will
sign an initiative, then they will bring the results to the
government and, if necessary, start stage two, an official
Citizens’ Initiative process—like the one that killed the HST.
Please sign the pledge either online at www.notankers.ca
website, or sign-up at a Saturna event, coming soon.
Judith Rees-Thomas, Anne Popperwell, Saturna Island

Stop The Incinerator!

Dear Editor:
It has been proposed to burn up to 700,000 tonnes of Metro
Vancouver Garbage per year at Duke Point.
The Proponents of the incinerator “Wheelabrator and
Seaspan” insist that with the new technologies the burning of
garbage is benign and that there are very few ill effects. Yet, it is
simply false to suggest that incinerators are harmless.
Incinerators can’t be made safe.
Ananda Tan, Coordinator of “Global Alliance for Waste
Incineration Alternatives” points out that there have been no
new incinerators built in the US in the past 15 years; and that,
Companies, such as, Wheelabrator/Urbassa are looking north
of the border for new business. Indeed, many American ‘Waste
To Energy”‘(WTE) incinerators have already been shut down
or are in the process of being so. ‘Waste to Energy’ is a
misnomer, because incineration uses more energy than it
creates.
As with the Ferro-chromium plant and the gas-fired power
plant, the proponents of garbage incineration seem to be under
the impression that the Nanaimo Councillors are incapable of
understanding the obvious dangers.
The perils are now well known. A garbage incinerator
produces bottom ash, fly ash and airborne particulates. The
bottom ash, in the case of a 700,000 tonnes incinerator will
produce 210,000 tonnes every year. We understand that it has
been proposed to dump this in the Cedar Landfill. The British
Society for Ecological Medicine (BSEM) is clear on this: bottom
ash is toxic. The David Suzuki Foundation confirms (September
2013)that most bottom ash is too toxic to be allowed in a landfill.
Most of the fly ash, which is, considerably, more toxic than
the bottom ash, is captured by scrubbers in the incinerator
chimney, but a small amount will inevitably escape. This fly ash
presents a great disposal problem. It is so lethal that one country
in Europe stores it with nuclear waste in underground caverns.
The BSEM wrote that a spill of fly ash during transportation
could render an area uninhabitable. Recent spills from trains
and trucks (i.e. the Slocan Valley, Vancouver and Quebec)
demonstrate the unacceptable risk of transporting dangerous
toxic waste.
Of extreme concern, are the Nano-particulates that cannot
be held back by the scrubbers. These are even more toxic than
fly and bottom ash and can travel great distances. For instance,
LETTERS, continued next page

Weaver starts the energy debate - Patrick Brown
BC’s lone Green Party MLA, Andrew Weaver,
is taking the provincial energy policy debate to
the public, something the government and the
official opposition seem unwilling to do. In
recent weeks he has spoken out on a number
of fossil fuel topics.
BC currently faces potential expansion in
the export of oil, coal, and natural gas. Each
ramp-up has prices to be paid: for global
climate change, and by the provincial
environment, says Weaver.

The Kitimat Refinery

Weaver hit the headlines when he was reported
to support newspaper magnate David Black’s
scheme to create a bitumen refinery in Kitimat.
What, in fact, Weaver was pointing out was the
economic and job losses from shipping
unprocessed resources abroad: ‘we should be
providing increased value here in Canada’. This
was part of David Black’s rationale for
proposing a refinery at Kitimat; another big
reason is to make dilbit shipments on the coast
unnecessary; tanker spills of refined products
are easier to clean up. Weaver says that he sees
Black’s proposal as a compromise. The BC
Green Party has also made it clear that Weaver
has not ‘endorsed’ any refinery, and say that
media reports overstated his position. Weaver
describes the BC Green Party as ‘trying to move
us forward towards a sustainable world—
recognizing that we are not there now.’

Greenhouse Gases

BC is the conduit for Alberta’s tar sands
bitumen and Wyoming’s thermal coal, and has
plans to ship LNG to China to be used as a
substitute fuel for coal-fired electricity
generation.
A major concern of MLA Weaver’s is the
global climate change effects of greenhouse gas
emissions, both in BC and in the target Asian

LETTERS from previous page

markets where these fossil fuels will be used.
He back up his concerns with figures. A
2012 study calculated the global warming effect
of developing Alberta’s tar sands, and
compared it to other fossil fuel sources.
Burning the fuel from the currently active tar
sands development would produce enough
greenhouse gases to warm the world’s climate
by 0.01ºC; burning the fuel from all the
economically viable tarsands would result in
0.03ºC warming; burning the fuel from the
entire Alberta tar sands resource would result
in 0.36ºC warming. For comparison, burning
the world’s total unconventional natural gas
resource base would warm the world’s climate
by 2.86ºC, and burning all the world’s coal
would warm the world by 14.8ºC. (Humans
are currently failing to limit global warming to
2ºC).
Weaver’s position is that Canada should
limit tar sands production to two million
barrels per day, and leave most of it where it is.
Land reclamation, he says, must be ramped up,
and royalties used to create the post-tarsands
economy. He doesn’t expect that the Keystone
XL pipeline will be approved by US President
Obama, because it would mean that increasing
quantities of crude from the Bakken (Dakotas)
and Eagle Ford (Texas) fields would be
displaced from US markets.
Weaver continues that stopping the
exporting of thermal coal through BC ports
could well do more to reduce greenhouse gas
production than selling LNG to Asia. He
calculates that the greenhouse gases from the
production and liquefaction of natural gas
would make it impossible to meet the
province’s legislated greenhouse gas targets.

Pipelines

MLA Weaver’s other concern is about pipelines
running through BC. He says that the

high levels of dioxins in the breast milk of Inuit women were
traced back to waste incinerators in New York State.
Increased cancers (20 different types) and many other health
problems would be the outcome of burning Metro Vancouver’s
garbage. However, these costs would not be a burden on the
companies. Instead, they would be born by families in the
surrounding areas and our medical system.
If the threat to all our health isn’t enough, we have not even
considered the terrible waste of the valuable resources being
burned? There are much better ways to deal with our garbage…
recycling for one. Moreover, when recycling is rigorously
implemented these incinerators—WTE’s—have been running
out of fuel. In Germany, against mounting resistance and
concern by population and politicians, the WTE plants have
been importing garbage from other countries to fuel them.
We must make people aware that there are countless
infractions and lawsuits against the operators of WTE’s
resulting from malpractices. Punitive measures and expensive
fines have had virtually no effect on their operating practices; it
is simply part of the cost of “doing business”.
For those hoping that an incinerator will bring prosperity
and jobs to a community it should be known that incineration
plants impose a serious economic burden on their host cities.
For example, Harrisburg, PA, USA, was forced to declare
bankruptcy in 2011; the responsibility for this rests squarely on
the shoulders of the costs of having to operate, upgrade and
maintain their incinerator. The city could have saved itself
$55,000,000 per year by simply not operating the plant. While
being very costly, incinerators fall short on the job front as well.
Recycling alone creates 10 to 20 times more jobs than
incineration.
For the proponents there is a lot of money and enormous
proprietary interests at stake; all of which provides plenty of
incentive to sway, tempt or bully Nanaimo City Council into
succumb to this proposal.
Vancouver City itself changed its zoning, effectively barring
the incinerator. Many of the other short listed communities
have either categorically turned it down or are waging a war of
mounting resistance against the proponents.
We urge everyone in the Nanaimo area to immediately send
letters to the Nanaimo City Council and the RDN to voice their
opposition. Let them know that you do not want this
installation and encourage them to immediately change the
zoning at Duke Point to disallow garbage incineration.
Email addresses:
Nanaimo City Council (mayor&council@nanaimo.ca.) Next,
contact
Doug
Routley
local
MLA
(douglas.routley.mla@leg.bc.ca).
Metro Vancouver Board Chair and Vice Chair: Councillor
Greg Moore, (mooreg@portcoquitlam.ca) and Councillor
Raymond Louie (clrlouie@vancouver.ca) Regional District of
Nanaimo (corpsrv@rdn.bc.ca)
Andre Deggan and Alix Hodson, Gabriola Island
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‘Northern Gateway’ pipeline proposal lacks a
social license to proceed; First Nations
impacted by the pipeline route oppose it, and
the ‘overwhelming majority’ of British
Columbians are against it. He predicts ‘lasting
environmental degradation’ should a dilbit
spill occur in the northern BC wilderness,
particularly near a stream or river (this would
describe most of the route). Recent federal
government studies have determined that
chemical dispersants would be ineffective in
dealing with a dilbit spill, he says.
As for the Trans Mountain pipeline, owner
Kinder Morgan is already pumping Alberta
dilbit through the existing sixty-year-old
pipeline, and is proposing to add another
parallel line that would triple the system’s
capacity. The line runs beside several major
rivers, including the Fraser.
The dilbit is shipped out of the Westridge
(Burnaby) terminal in tankers. Last
September, Weaver called for a moratorium on
dilbit shipments from Westridge. Weaver cites
another study which identifies the southern tip

of Vancouver Island as a high risk area for a
spill.

Thermal Coal Exports

On February 17, 2014, in the BC Legislature,
Weaver brought forward this motion: that the
Legislative Assembly of British Columbia
recognizes that climate change is one of the
greatest issues facing our province and that this
government's commitment to reducing
greenhouse gas emissions is inconsistent with
the current expansion of United States sourced
thermal coal exports coming through British
Columbia harbours, and therefore calls upon
this government to follow the lead of our
Pacific Coast Action Plan Partners,
Washington, Oregon and California, and
explore all means by which the government
may halt the expansion of thermal coal exports
in British Columbia.’
The motion was defeated by both the
government and the official opposition, 73 to
1, reportedly amid laughter.
Not so funny. 0

UNIFOR supports Canadian jobs in the
oil patch, opposes Northern Gateway

The president of Canada's largest union in the private sector today reaffirmed his organization's
opposition to the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline and other energy projects that don't create
Canadian jobs.
‘Canadians don't benefit from pipelines that ship unrefined oil to other countries, plain and
simple,’ Unifor National President Jerry Dias told the union's BC Regional Council in Vancouver.
‘Keystone XL, Northern Gateway, Kinder Morgan all have one thing in common: they steal
Canada's natural resource wealth and leave us with nothing to show for it.’
Unifor is calling on the federal government to enforce greenhouse gas emission targets by
limiting the future expansion of bitumen production. According to Dias, 25,000 high quality jobs
would be created in Canada if the bitumen scheduled to flow through the Northern Gateway
pipeline is refined and processed domestically.
‘Good jobs for Canadians is Unifor's top priority. We are going to fight to ensure that Canada's
natural resources are developed sustainably for the benefit of all Canadians,’ said Dias. 0

Successful Policies Create Growth!

Dear Editor:
Although the continued repetition of campaign mantras to
‘Grow the Economy’ and ‘Economic Action Plan’ has not yet
provided the expected increase in wealth for most Canadians,
it is proving very successful in one sector. Fantastic strides are
being made in ‘Grow the Weather’! The entire world’s weather
is benefitting from the dogged pursuit of these economic
policies. The hot spots are hotter, the dry spots are drier, the wet
spots are wetter and the windy spots are windier.
Opportunities for new business ventures abound. Adventure
seekers are lining up for Floodwater Surfing, Ice Storm Skiing,
Chasing Hurricanes while Drought Desert Tours, Glacial
Meltdown 101, and Famine Cooking Classes entertain the more
sedate. Topnotch service is provided by the many Temporary
Foreign Workers employed adding a touch of the exotic no
matter the destination.
‘Remember the Species’ is a great new board game where
players identify recently extinct life forms, tracing their demise
on a beautiful rendition of a world map. New TV game shows
such as Train Troubles, Pipeline Pretzels and Fracking Fossils
have contestants predicting the next derailment, how many
barrels of leaked bitumen, or, more challenging, which fracking
poison is in your tap water this week! Government subsidies
for venture capitalists to keep the fossil fuels flowing freely
guarantee years of prosperity in the ‘Grow the Weather’
campaign.
Unfortunately the BC coastal ferries are ‘not onboard’ with
these economic measures continuing to increase fares and cut
schedules compounding their downwave spiral. With the new
‘Slots of Lotto’ program, they may be able to keep one boat afloat
with the localized version of the one armed bandit featuring
coastal marine animals formerly seen along the Pacific Coast.
The Ferry-Casinos themselves have plans to produce additional
revenue eliminating fuel costs entirely with banks of passengerrowers each charged a fee for the use of this great new ‘Health
Facility’.
The California Drought Benefit Concert was a huge success
providing many families with badly needed relocation money.
Thank you for your generous support.
Well done Canada! Adaptation - the key to survival!
Leslie Goresky, Texada

The Chocolate Dialogue

Dear Editor:
Brian Crumblehume’s articles are always very interesting. In his
current article on chocolate, he mentions a book by Carol Off
called Bitter Chocolate, and then talks about fair trade
chocolate, which is of great significance for any worker. It means
they receive a fair living wage and are treated humanely.
However, he also chooses to say that ‘cocoa production lends
itself to practices that border on slavery.’
That is an anemic statement. The cocoa industry is rife with

slavery. Since Brian always takes a friendly tone, he has chosen
not to mention harsh and disturbing facts about children
working in the cocoa industry, such as:
• The child spends long hours, from sunrise until the evening,
climbing cocoa trees. Using a machete, he hacks the cocoa from
high branches and then splits the pods open. Many children
suffer injuries from such a large, heavy, and dangerous knife.
• When at work, the children are unable to attend school,
which is a violation of the International Labour Organization
(ILO) child labour standards.
• Many children are sold by very poor parents with the
promise of good wages, and with the hope of sending money
back to their families. It is estimated that 10,000 children
working in the cocoa industry have been trafficked. In no
uncertain terms, trafficking is a form of modern slavery.
• Many of these children do not see their families for years.
Some children report not being allowed to leave. If they try to
escape, they are beaten.
• Some children want to leave, but are told by the farmer they
have not worked enough. Those that do get paid, after 2 or 3
years work, receive much less pay than expected. Some say they
get nothing at all.
Sadly, there is a fair bit of real slavery in our food industries.
Even the sugar in the chocolate bar is likely to be made from
slave labour.
Brian advises buying fair trade chocolate if you can. I would
add that it is up to each of us who knows about conditions of
slavery in the cocoa and sugar industries, to inform our friends.
While other issues may seem more important, sharing this
awareness makes a huge difference in the lives of those who
produce our favourite treat.
Tsiporah Grignon, Gabriola
Brian’s Note: I agree to a large extent with Tsiporah, and I
suggest her last paragraph is cogent.
All foods are subject to abuse as are the clothes we wear
and the power we use to run our homes and vehicles. It may
even be accurate to say that we cannot be ethical in a nonethical world.
It is very easy to run rampant on the ethics of one industry
but I suggest we always need to see the whole picture in
context. In the example of chocolate, the big three suppliers
who provide the bulk of the world’s cocoa sourced from West
Africa, have come in for strong criticism with regard to their
labour practices, and two of them have committed to
significant improvements. Nestle’s, I understand, has not
responded.
Changes are afoot and some smaller enterprises, are
making valiant efforts to be fair, ethical and organic. These we
need to support and not dismiss the whole industry. My
mantra for years now has been ‘grow your own and buy
local—wherever practical.’ 0
www.islandtides.com
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Play On Tour

Show season is hotting up on the Gulf Islands, both Pender’s
Solstice Theatre and Mayne Island Little Theatre (MILT) have
productions underway.
The MILT touring show is a theatre adaptation of playwright
Eve Ensler’s book I Am An Emotional Creature: The Secret

Mayne Island Little Theatre decided very early on to take it
on the road and will be performing seven shows on Galiano,
Mayne, Saturna, Pender, and Saltspring Islands, posters are up
and tickets on sale. See ‘What’s On?’ and ads in this and the next
edition for details.
(A bit later, in May, Pender’s Solstice Theatre will produce
the world’s longest running play, Agatha Christie’s The
Mousetrap.)

Earth Day Prayer Flag Project

Photo: Toby Snelgrove

Southern Gulf Islands’ youth will soon be showcase their
expressive skills in a theate tour of the southern islands, the
first one in years. You can hear what they have to say about the
show on YouTube: http://youtu.be/w9MacL72bW4.

Lives Of Girls Around The World. Acting, singing, dancing,
making you cry and laugh, are six Gulf Islands Secondary School
students.
The show’s very first production closed on Broadway on
January 14. ‘It’s been one of the most really satisfying and
beautiful experiences I’ve ever had,’ playwright Eve Ensler told
Gian Ghomeshi on CBC’s Q.
Close on its heels, on Mar 21, this first Canadian premiere
and tour will begin—in the southern Gulf Islands. Co-director,
Brian Crumblehulme say, ‘My introduction to Emotional
Creature was a rough, unedited photocopy of the first draft sent
to me by Dramatists Theatre in New York. There were no stage
directions and it was full of typos but that basic text was one of
the most powerful pieces of theatre I have come across.
‘Within three weeks Michele Steele (mom of two of the
actors) and I had an enthusiastic group of girls who chose their
own parts. After buying the first performing rights in Canada I
set down to transcribe the text into a play which over the
following weeks was massaged into the show we have today.
Michele and all the cast provided ideas into what has become a
truly collaborative venture.’ Though performed by youngsters,
the play is recommended for mature audiences.

T

Earth Day celebrations at Pender Community Hall on April 19
will feature prayer flags. And, in the island’s tradition of lanternmaking for the New Year’s Eve lantern festival, you can make
your own flag to add to the decoration.
The tradition of hanging prayer flags outdoors with their
individual messages of hope and peace is ancient in India and
Tibet and been taken up around the world. The words and
sentiments dissolve in the breeze and spread to all who are
touched by the wind.
The plan is for flags, created by community members, to be
hung up outside the hall. Each person in the community, young
or old, becomes an artist and part of the message that flutters
in the wind. Organizer Amanada Griesbach says let you
imagination soar, or if you would like help, get in touch with
her, amanda@gulfislands.com or 250-629-3915.
‘My plan,’ she says, ‘is to have prayer flags displayed at fall
fairs on the Gulf Islands. Together with prayer flags from other
island communities they show that we are all linked on this
earth, all expressing our dreams of a better world filled with
peace and joy, good health and laughter, enough organic food
for all, clean rivers, lakes, beaches and oceans, protected parks
and land, and people and children who care and look out for
one another.’
This year, Earth Day will mark 30 years of cleaning the
beaches of North and South Pender Island. The entire BC Beach
Clean-up was started on Pender by sailor and avid recycler
Michelle Mardsen.

Big Gift For Hospital

The Saanich Peninsula Hospital Foundation is proud to
announce the largest gift in its 30-year history.
Trustees winding down the Spencer family trust have
decided to grant in excess of $3 million to the Saanich Peninsula
Hospital Foundation in memory of Will Spencer, businessman;
son of Victoria entrepreneur David Spencer, and father of
internationally renowned painter Myfanwy Pavelic. David
Spencer founded a retail empire that spanned generations and
was ultimately acquired by the T Eaton Company.
To date, $1.6 million has been received by the Foundation,
with the balance to be granted over a number of years. ‘It was
an easy decision for us to make,’ said Trustee Dr Patric Walsh.
‘The Spencer family used the Saanich Peninsula Hospital and

Trains, grain and pipelines - Elizabeth May

here are a lot of intersecting issues
coming to a head in the health of
Canada’s rail capacity and safety. We
have explosions and derailments in shipping
hazardous materials, while simultaneously
dropping the ball on shipment of nonhazardous commodities, namely grain.
The safety of rail in shipping bitumen, dilbit
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and diluents is critical. The deadly fireball of
Lac Megantic, the collapsing bridge in the
Calgary flood (with railcars loaded with
Alberta-bound diluent perilously close to
plunging into the Bow River), and numerous
other recent rail accidents have heightened
awareness of the need for better rail safety and
regulation.
These issues are hyped by
pipeline proponents arguing
that we need pipelines because
rail is unsafe— ignoring the
central fallacy of that
argument. The fossil-fuel
masters of the universe are not
offering us a choice of rail or
pipelines. It’s both.
Even if Keystone and
Enbridge pipelines were
allowed to proceed, the
industry would still be shipping
bitumen by rail. When you do
the math, the industry drive to
5 million barrels of bitumen a
day, or Harper’s 6 million
barrel-a-day goal, means that
Keystone at 800,000 barrels a
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461 Dupplin Road Victoria B.C. 250-383-7145

www.vanislewater.com
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Heartwood Folk School Off To A Quick
Start

At the community hall on February 8, Pender Community
Transition membership voted for PCT to become the non-profit
Heartwood Folk School for Sustainability & Resilience. The new
society has just confirmed Heartwood’s first grant from the
CRD. The first teaching/learning event will be a knitting
workshop on Saturday, March 22, with Joni, Adam and Sylvia
Olsen of the Tsartlip Nation.
Heartwood’s mission is to be a non-profit educational
society, offering local and visiting experts to teach adults and
also younger folks about practical, joyful, Earth-caring and
community-strengthening skills. A key point is that Heartwood
will focus on skills-based adult education.
Key skill-building subjects for folk schools include food
growing, energy conservation, nature skills, mechanical &
building skills, traditional arts and crafts, health and wellbeing,
and community capacity-building, says PCT and Heartwood
mover and shaker Zorah Staar.
All of this is about cooperating, she says, with other valuable
educational resources, from Pender and nearby communities,
so that we complement each other. Heartwood is already in
cooperative discussions with the Elder College, Pender school,
the community hall, and library. Find out more by emailing
info@heartwoodfolkschool.ca or calling Zorah at 250-629-3825.

Teaching Learning

Libraries are getting involved in local education too; Gabriola’s
has held a class where youngsters from the school help seniors
with those darn computers. The idea of schools and libraries
partnering is likely to spread as we all become more involved
with teaching and learning.
In true Gabriola fashion, the community is currently
involved in a comprehensive discussion about what the island
wants to get from education.

Women’s Month On Salt Spring

Meanwhile at the Salt Spring Library, an exhibition of 25
portraits of women aged between 66 and 99, will celebrate
community contributions of older women. The month-long
focus on women will also feature talks, screenshowing, and
bijou performances. 0

day, combined with Enbridge’s 525,000
barrels a day, means that trains will still be
demanded. With Harper’s desperation to get
bitumen into tankers, don’t rule out children
carrying bitumen on their backs to Kitimat.
(OK, maybe we can rule that out, but never
underestimate the desperation.)
Of course, that is only the case if the nonstop growth trajectory for oilsands is allowed
to prevail. If Alberta were to go back to the late
Peter Lougheed’s planned development
scenario, the bitumen project might include a
levelling off of new mines while processing
bitumen in Alberta. Shutting off the proposed
dilbit pipelines will increase costs for the
industry. That could limit the growth mania.
As the US State Department Final
Environmental Impact Statement on Keystone
concluded, higher transportation costs will
limit the rate of oil sands expansion.
Meanwhile, ramping up more bitumen
shipments by rail is not easy. There are physical
limits to how much Canadian rail can expand
its rail. A paper delivered at the Canadian
Transportation Research Forum conference in
2013 concluded that without massive
investments in more tracks, the combined CN

and CP existing rail lines could only
accommodate another 600,000-800,000
barrels of bitumen a day—by 2035.
However, those estimates leave out another
serious problem for rail. The current rail cars
used for shipping hazardous materials are not
safe. Both the US and Canadian Railway Safety
Boards have ruled that the DOT111 cars are
unsafe, needing upgrading and replacement.
They need thicker walls and ideally on board
systems for diagnostics to monitor all aspects
of train operation. But the transportation safety
boards are not regulators. They are responsible
for reviewing accidents, not banning the cars
that caused the accidents. It will take Transport
Canada to regulate to ban these cars.
The cost for each new car is upwards of
$130,000. It is estimated that 78,000 DOT111
cars manufactured before 2011 need to be
upgraded. But not only will this be expensive,
manufacturing new cars is not keeping up with
demand. According to the industry publication
Railway Age, current production is running
approximately two years behind demand.
The United States is regulating to mandate
safety by requiring systems called ‘Positive
TRAINS & PIPELINES, please turn to page 10
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valued its services. The family set down deep roots in the
peninsula, after Will Spencer purchased a summer home here
in the 1920s. This gift will be used to support and grow the acute
care services at the Saanich Peninsula Hospital.’
In line with his commitment to philanthropy, Will Spencer
made arrangements so that, at the end of the family line, a major
gift could be made to support the community they loved. In the
words of the late Myfanwy Pavelic, ‘This area is truly a special
place with a spirit and quality of life not found elsewhere in the
world.’
Saanich Peninsula Hospital Foundation President Gordon
Benn expressed thanks on behalf of a grateful community. ‘This
is a truly transformational gift; one that we will use to ensure
that our Acute Care Unit is as modern and efficient as our stateof-the-art Operating Rooms and PARR.’
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Salish Sea Notes - Priscilla Ewbank
In Praise of the Nanaimo

I took the Queen of Nanaimo home to Saturna from Vancouver
with three one-ton totes of chicken feed on the back of the truck,
for the lovely hens of Haggis Farm to keep those golden-yolked
eggs coming (in combination with slugs, grass, worms, and
insects).
Travelling back to Vancouver again, a big Pineapple Express
storm was gathering with blasts of wind knocking into Village
Bay whilst I was transferring from Mayne Queen to Queen of
Nanaimo. By the time I was aboard and upstairs in the cafeteria,
warm and cozy, we were out in Active Pass and the storm was
on!
White caps, squalls coming and going, rainbows and blasts
of sunlight frothed up the ever-changing colours of the sea, the
shore and the wings of the gulls. How lucky am I, I thought, to
be traveling on a wonderfully people-friendly ferry with
excellent service and these views.
I relish that the Nanaimo does not resemble a seagoing
shopping mall. You are on a journey when you drive on board
this ferry! The boat has truly beautiful aspects to its
construction. I love the woodwork, the brass door-handles, the
painted signs, that cafeteria windows right next to the Salish Sea
and the islands as they slide by.
The Queen of Nanaimo is the right size for people—people
snooze on the floors in the forward lounge, they chase after kids,
they ‘visit’ over the barndoor shelf of the purser’s office, play
games on the tables, do computery stuff in the study carrels, sit
in ‘their’ seats, kibitz with the cafeteria staff about whether they
can ‘hold the chilli’, ‘double-up on the sour cream and chopped
green onions’ with their baked potato. Islanders move the chairs
and tables around to accommodate impromptu meet-ups of
friends or family for a good visit over food with ceramic plates
and metal cutlery. They thank the staff for this and that
consideration, and generally clean-up and put things back to
rights. We southern islanders can truly see ourselves
represented, two glass cases feature islands’ art, the little store

Fish Lake mine turned
down again—but still not
finally

On February 26, Sierra Club BC, and many other groups,
welcomed the unequivocal rejection by the federal cabinet of
the proposed New Prosperity Mine at Fish Lake, upholding the
findings of the federal environmental review panel. The panel
found that the proposed mine would cause significant adverse
effects on fish and fish habitat, water quality, Aboriginal use and
the South Chilcotin grizzly bear population.
‘This is the only decision that the federal cabinet could
credibly make given the overwhelming scientific evidence
presented to the review panel and the proven, court-declared
First Nations rights to the area,’ said Sierra Club Executive
Director Bob Peart. ‘We are delighted to see this threat removed
from the pristine waters and fish populations of Teztan Biny,
and congratulate the Tsilhqot’in Nation on an important step
toward protecting this culturally and spiritually significant place.
‘Even as we are celebrating this important moment, we are
mindful of how long and onerous the process has been for all
players—government, First Nations and concerned citizens,’
Peart ontinued. ‘For such an obviously destructive project to be
considered again and again through three separate processes
over nearly a decade, is not a good use of resources that could
be devoted to projects that bring community and environmental
‘This is an important decision for British Columbians, critical
for the integrity of the environmental assessment process and
a victory for the Tsilhqot’in and Secwepemc people who have
opposed the mining proposals for more than two decades,’
commented Interim Leader of BC Green Party Adam Olsen.
However joy was short-lived. Taseko has announced that the
company will seek a judicial review of this most recent rejection
of the New Prosperity Mine application. Provincial Mines
Minister, Bill Bennett, has promised that the government will
help Taseko in any way it can to appeal the decision. 0

has BC books written by BC authors. For me and many
Islanders Queen of Nanaimo is island life extended.

Community Halls

I found the soulmate to the Saturna’s Community Hall in
Vancouver! Saint James Community Square is in the center of
Kitsilano. Jon and I attended a concert performed by three
hard-working teachers and international performers—cello,
piano and clarinet.
As you climb the stairs and open the door you know you are
in the heart of a community space. Cozy, creaky with old wood
floors and gorgeous wall-panelling. There was ‘real’ food at
intermission—this place is about service to human needs.
The Rogue Folk Club makes this space their homebase. The
accoustics were dynamite. No sound enhancement needed, the
setting is like being in an accoustic instrument. The wooden
stage is just like ours with storage underneath. Unlike ours, the
piano is on a permanent dolly so it can be moved easily but,
unlike our piano, (which was donated by Lorraine Campbell’s
mother and is kept in top notch shape by our Saturna Arts and
Music Society) the accomplished pianist had to make do with
one dead key!
Upon inquiring, I learned that the mandate of the society
that runs Saint James Community Square is to provide, at below
market rental rates, space for non-profits and for community
use. Space is like gold in Vancouver. The Society has 24 regular
tenants and an endless list of people who want to use it for
special events.
Saint James started out as a Unitarian Church 100-yearsago close to Kitsilano high school and was moved to its present
location in 1923. The loft in the performance hall has benches,
the downstairs has those fold-up church chairs that always
make wiggling mandatory after five minutes of perching! The
Unitarian Church is now a tenant in the building. In 1960 the
facilities used by the big daycare were added to the west side.
Community space for events bigger than your living room
can hold are such a part of our human needs. From longhouses
to island community halls and neighbourhood repurposed
churches, any community with a lovely space that has an
historical context, beauty, and which fulfills its function to
entertain, feed and house community is a true asset. 0
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Not south enough! Another venerable queen, Queen of
Burnaby headed south, just after Priscilla trip, to help out
on the multi-port Southern Gulf Islands’ route while Queen
of Nanaimo is in refit. Hopefully she wasn’t expecting the
weather to be better. The Powell River-Comox route will be
glad to have Queen of Burnaby back in about a month.
Vessels all over the Salish Sea are shuffling around the
routes, trying to get each one time to go into refit. Usually
the substitute ship is smaller, sometimes causing winter
overloads. MV Bowen Queen—which just came off the
Gabriola-Naniamo route, to replace Southern Gulf Islands’
Queen of Cumberland seems to be the ’spare’ that makes
the ferry ballet possible.
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NORTH SALT SPRING WATERWORKS DISTRICT TO BUILD A NEW WATER TREATMENT PLANT
By Ron Stepaniuk, District Manager North Salt Spring Waterworks District

In 2008, the Vancouver Island Health
Authority (VIHA, now Island Health)
mandated that North Salt Spring
Waterworks District construct a Dissolved
Air Floatation (DAF) Water Treatment Plant
by 2008. VIHA has extended the original
deadline and it must now be up and
running by January 1st 2016.

How did we get here?
The North Salt Spring Waterworks
Improvement District was incorporated as
an Improvement District in 1948 with the
purchase and amalgamation of the Ganges
Water and Power Company and the Vesuvius
Bay Water System. At this time, all water was
withdrawn from Maxwell Lake and delivered
to Ganges and points north via a system
of water mains, pressure regulating valves,
pumps and reservoirs.
Around 1967, as the community
continued to grow, the District Board of
Trustees had to make a decision on the best
approach to meet the increasing demand.
Would it be more cost effective to upgrade
the water main from Maxwell Lake or to
develop St Mary Lake as a community water
source? The ratepayers voted resoundingly
against the St Mary option preferring the
better quality water from Maxwell Lake.

42 Years Ago

More Stringent Regulatory
Guidelines
Over these same years, water quality
regulations continued to be strengthened
and enhanced to better protect the public
health. The Canadian Guidelines for Drinking
Water Quality, published by Health Canada,
establishes benchmarks for microbiological,
chemical, radiological and physical water
quality parameters. All guidelines are based
on current, published scientific research,
and are widely accepted and used by all
provinces and territories for establishing
enforceable regulatory requirements. In
BC, The Drinking Water Protection Regulation
dictates regulatory requirements for E. coli,
and total and fecal coliform bacteria.
By 2008, the St Mary Treatment Plant
was no longer capable of meeting future
demand (with a respectable safety margin)
and the raw lake water, which had become
subject to severe algal blooms, was
continuing to degrade. It was determined by
Island Health that the plant was unable to
fully meet current water quality guidelines
or the expected more stringent future
regulations.
In 2003, the BC Drinking Water Protection
Act came into effect. The Act requires that
all water suppliers provide potable water
and gives Island Health the responsibility
for monitoring compliance with the
Drinking Water Protection Act. As a result,

By 1970-71 further engineering studies
strongly recommended that the District
start withdrawing water from St Mary
and install a sand filter and chlorination
system for treatment. Initially providing
~210,000 imperial gallons/ 955m3, Phase
#1 of the St Mary Treatment Plant was built
on the present Tripp Road site and became
operational in 1973.
In 1982, Phase #2 was built and increased
the plant capacity to ~600,000 imperial
gallons/ 2727m3. Over the years, equipment
has been upgraded, changed or added but it
is essentially the same treatment plant some
42 years later.
Over the years the distribution system
has also expanded and now reaches north
to Southey Point and up to Channel Ridge,
putting further demands on the St Mary
Plant.

St. Mary Lake

www.islandtides.com

Island Health’s 4-3-2-1 Policy was brought
into effect. The 4-3-2-1 policy is based on
the Multi-Barrier Approach to Safe Drinking
Water recommended by Health Canada.
It was developed as a performance target
to ensure water suppliers were meeting
the legislated requirements and has been
applied to existing treatment systems since
2007. For treatment of St Mary Lake water,
Island Health has specifically mandated
installation of a Dissolved Air Floatation
(DAF) Plant to meet present and future
drinking water regulations.

Looking to the Future
With all this knowledge at hand, the
District’s Board of Trustees set about
reviewing and adjusting the Districts’ parcel
tax and water toll rate structures to begin
building a Capital Projects Fund over and
above operations costs. This has been
reasonably successful but is still a long way
from the cost of a new treatment plant.
In conjunction with these events,
the Board and Staff began a review of
consulting engineers in BC with experience
in designing water treatment plants. This
process ultimately led to the commissioning
of Kerr Wood Leidal Consulting Engineers
(KWL: www.kwl.ca). KWL have designed
numerous water treatment projects of
comparable size and scope throughout BC.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Exterior of current St. Mary Treatment Plant

Where Are We Now?
KWL completed the draft preliminary
design in December 2013 and the NSSWD
Board and Staff are presently reviewing the
proposed design and costs and discussing
operational details while seeking financing
options. The current review will also help
identify potential cost savings.
The projected cost for the detailed
design, building construction, equipment
and infrastructure upgrades is currently
between $7-$11 million. Final costs will be
determined once the detailed design is
completed and the project is put out for
tender. The building will be a post-disaster
rated, concrete structure, built into the
side of the hill on the current site which
will house the DAF process trains, ancillary
equipment and a small office/lab. Processed
waste and finished water will be stored
underground. It will provide quality drinking
water with a much improved taste.
This is the first in a series of planned articles. Coming
next “A History of Water Quality in St Mary Lake”
followed by “The Solution: Dissolved Air Floatation.
How does it work?” and “An Overview of the New Plant’s
Design and Footprint”

Q.
A.

Why is Island Health directing the District to build a water treatment plant?

Q.
A.

Do the ratepayers get to vote on this project?

Q.
A.

What is an Alternative Approval Process?

Regulation of drinking water quality is a provincial responsibility. Each province
and territory has developed legislation and/or policies to protect the quality of
drinking water from source to tap. All jurisdictions base their requirements on the
Canadian Drinking Water Quality Guidelines and enforce them through legislation,
regulation or permitting.
In BC, the authority for regulating drinking water quality rests with the Ministry
of Health. In most Canadian communities, drinking water is treated, stored and
delivered to homes and businesses by an incorporated Local Government, such as
a city or an Improvement District like the North Salt Spring Waterworks District. The
District manages the day-to-day operation, maintenance and monitoring of the
drinking water treatment and distribution to ensure the water reaching consumers
meets the required drinking water quality standards. The Water Quality Standards for
all Salt Spring districts are established by BC’s Drinking Water Protection Regulation and
are outlined in our permit to operate a water supply system.
Island Health notified the District in 2008 that it had approved a new treatment
standard for surface water supply systems. This treatment standard is a requirement
throughout all of BC. On Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands, all surface water
systems serving over 500 people have had their operating permits modified to meet
this treatment standard. The purpose of the policy is to add additional barriers in the
multi-barrier approach to safe drinking water.
To comply with Island Health’s treatment standard, the District, as the water
system owner, is required to provide two treatment processes including filtration.
The permit also includes a condition to meet a schedule for the design, construction
and start-up of a DAF water treatment plant. The District must construct the plant
because the terms and conditions on the Operating Permit are legally binding.

Yes. The District’s ratepayers will have the opportunity to vote on the proposed
borrowing for the project through an Alternative Approval Process. The voting period
is currently scheduled to take place from May 19-30, 2014.

An Alternative Approval Process requires those ratepayers opposed to the Bylaw
to sign a petition noting their opposition. If less than 10 percent of ratepayers oppose
the Bylaw the Bylaw is approved. If more than 10 percent oppose it, the Board will
revisit the issue, and may call a full referendum where all ratepayers will be expected
to vote.

Q.

You will be asking rate payers to vote on borrowing based on preliminary
costs. Why?

A. Section 746 (1) (b) of the Local Government Act requires the trustees to adopt a
bylaw in order to borrow. However, in the case of borrowing, the Trustees are also
required to have ratepayer approval of the bylaw. Once we have approval we can
move ahead with borrowing and commission the detailed design, which we currently
do not have sufficient funds to do. While we will be asking for approval to borrow
an amount up to $11 million, we hope the amount will be considerably less. We are
actively looking for ways to offset the amount we need to borrow by seeking grants
and, as a non-profit who can offer tax receipts, outright donations from ratepayers
and islanders.
Q.

What happens if borrowing is ultimately not approved through either
process by the ratepayers?

A.

If ratepayer approval is not received, to comply with regulations, Island Health
may order the matter be taken out of the District’s hands and direct that another
agency build the plant. The District believes that this would not be a cost effective
solution.

Q.
A.

Can other island residents vote?

No. Only the District’s ratepayers are eligible to vote as they are the people and
businesses who will bear the cost of the loan. The ratepayers are the actual owners
of the Waterworks. Generally decisions are made on behalf of the ratepayers by
their elected Board of Trustees. However, per Improvement District Regulations, all
ratepayers must be given an opportunity to vote on the borrowing of funds.
Please visit our website at www.northsaltspringwaterworks.ca for more
information about the District.
Interior of current St. Mary Treatment Plant
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North Island MLA report - Claire Trevena

uch of the debate in the Legislature has centred on the
budget. That is normal during the week after it is
tabled, but the focus tightened after the premier’s
extraordinary claim that there are no new taxes. She also said
the budget was balanced ‘without raising taxes, borrowing or
stealing.’ In Question Period and in debate, the government was
queried on these claims because new taxes, fees and levies will
actually be bringing in $4.4 billion.
This is a budget that raises MSP by another 4%, leading to a
doubling of this regressive flat tax over the last 10 years. MSP
now brings in more than property tax, more than carbon tax,
more than fuel tax and more than natural gas royalties. It raises
for the province the same amount as corporate taxes.
And small businesses as well as individuals are going to be
hit by the 28% increase in hydro bills, sanctioned in the budget.
This increase is a consequence of the BC Liberals gross
mismanagement of the once proud public utility. This is also
the budget which allows for a 7.5% increase in ferry fares and
takes another $5m out of the government’s contribution to our
marine highway.
In my response to the budget I talked about the importance
of progressive taxation to fund the services on which individuals,
businesses and communities rely, rather than the flat taxes that
are being imposed. Progressive taxes are simply a fairer and
more equitable way to pay for our health care, our schools or
our roads.
I also raised specific concerns for the constituency, in
particular the lack of funding for rural internet and the crisis at
Campbell River Hospital. The budget allocates only $2m for
rural internet provision which is far short of what is needed to
provide broadband to all our rural communities. And I hear
time and again when I am in communities across the North
Island that they do not have broadband and that it is essential
for existing businesses, for economic growth and simply to
attract new residents.
Many communities that were promised new hospitals by the
BC Liberals in the last election have had a rude awakening
because they will not be getting new buildings after all. So my

Totalitocracy?
Do you like mountains, valleys, hills
As yet unspoiled by pipeline’s spills;

Fresh water, rivers, lakes and creeks
Without the taint of oil-borne leaks ?
Do you still love Nature’s way

Though in the city every day ?
Then, if your locality’s BC,

You’re called an Eco-freak, like me.
But everybody in BC,

With any hint of normalcy,

If asked their views would freely speak
About a province that’s unique.

So, we’re not freaks, nor make apology
For fighting oil-based ideology.

But now our worthy Finance Minster

Dreams up a label much more sinister.
I must say I have never heard

A phrase more patently absurd

Than ‘Eco-Terrorists’ —but stay—

There’s more malarkey on the way;
For you can be ‘Investigated’

And charitable status all negated;

In case by chance you should engender
Some snag to corporate agenda.
‘Way back in ’39 it was;

I donned a uniform because

A thing called fascism came to be
A danger to democracy.

And while in war the world was wrapped
Mussolini made a quote that’s apt:

Fascism and corporatism, said he,
Both have the same identity.

So, mix up state and corporate clout—
And that’s what fascism’s all about !
Words of Wisdom ? Maybe so,

For, after all, he ought to know.

Let’s hope we haven’t gone too far
In this fair land of Canada.

H.Barry Cotton

With thanks to Murray Dobbin for his clarifying article,
February 20, 2014.
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riding is somewhat lucky that funding for the new Campbell
River Hospital was earmarked in the previous budget.
The new hospital has a capacity of 95 beds and as we have a
crisis now, we already know we will face a crisis in the future. I
keep urging the Minister of Health to reconsider the allocation
of bed spaces. Our hospital has had up to 114 patients over the
last few weeks in a hospital built for 80; surgeries have been
cancelled and patients have been transferred to Nanaimo and
Duncan. Good planning and good capital investment would
mean that we get extra spaces while the building is still in the
design phase. However, that appears to be very unlikely.
The BC Liberal’s capital strategy allows for a $7.1bn increase
in debt, taking the provincial total to $68.9bn by the end of
2016-17. The BC Liberals are focused on the mantra of the
balanced budget hoping people will ignore another broken
campaign promise, the claim we will be debt free.
The reality is that a budget is based on priorities and this
government’s priorities favour those with money and with
power. So, it is not surprising that when asked, in Question
Period, about the provision of a shuttle bus on the Highway of
Tears, one of the recommendations from the Missing Women’s
Inquiry, we were dismissed. The Attorney General’s responses
were quite shocking and would offer no comfort to women
living along that route nor the families of victims: she used our

questions as an excuse to talk about crime reduction in the
province.
The BC Liberal party is primarily focused on being re-elected
to govern. The Independent Electoral Boundary Commission
is scheduled to examine whether there should be a
redistribution of seats. The government feels no shame and are
eager to interfere with that process. They have introduced Bill
2, the Electoral Boundaries Commission Amendment Act,
which would result in preserving safe BC Liberal seats. The
government argues they are protecting rural representation but
as I mentioned when I spoke against this blatant
gerrymandering, it is strange that the two semi-urban ridings
in Kamloops are included in this ring fencing but the definitely
rural and much larger constituency of North Island is not. And
nor should it be. The Electoral Boundaries Commission should,
indeed must, be free to do its job without political interference.
I was again able to question the Transport Minister about
cuts to our marine highway and the impact those will have up
and down the coast, on businesses, families and communities.
It is absolutely incredible that these decisions were made with
no analysis of the economic impact or any understanding of the
needs of coastal communities. And the Minister’s response
shows that he has no comprehension of what the cuts and
continually rising fares will mean. 0

Train Control’. Positive Train Control involves on-board
computer systems to monitor and analyse key information,
prevent collisions and control speed. One of the world’s leading
companies manufacturing train monitoring systems is right
here on the Saanich Peninsula—Quester Tangent. Canada has
not yet adopted the Positive Train Control approach. The US
has a deadline to implement it fully by 2015. Canada needs to
catch up.
We need to really push for rail safety and regulation. It will
help protect communities, save lives, and slow down the oil
sands.
There are other issues looming for rail. With the elimination

of the Wheat Board, a bumper grain crop and the competition
for rail cars from bitumen, prairie grain is having a hard time
moving. Train cars are not available to move the crop. Farmers
on Vancouver Island were alarmed to discover in December that
their livestock was three days away from having no grain. Three
days. Mills producing feed grains have been sharing supply as
everyone in the industry recognizes that the system is in crisis.
Prairie farmers are suffering as their crop cannot move. British
Columbia farmers are dealing for the first time in living memory
with uncertain grain supplies.
As my grandfather used to say, ‘This is no way to run a
railroad.’ 0
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are. Some measure of concern can be taken
from Kinder Morgan’s recommendation that
their oil tankers should be surrounded by a
‘safety zone’ of half a kilometer fore and aft (in
front and behind) and half a kilometer on
each side.

What Sorts Of Ships?

About half of them are bulk carriers; they all
look remarkably similar, about 700 feet long,
with the bridge structure at the stern, and
maybe some cargo handling gear forward.
They may be in the bulk trade (which means
that the entire ship is dedicated to coal, grain,
sulphur, or something that is essentially
loaded or unloaded by equipment on a wharf)
or ‘breakbulk’, which means that the ship
carries lumber or other goods which must be
loaded with either wharf or ship’s gear.
It was a ‘Capesize’ bulk carrier, the 939ft
Cape Apricot, which lost control and
demolished three hundred feet of the
conveyor belt system at the Westshore coal
loading berth in December 2012. It had a pilot
aboard and reportedly two tugs to assist, but
larger ships of this type are often
underpowered, and, according to pilots, the
hardest to handle.
Most general freight is handled in
containers on container ships that are up to
950ft long and sometimes larger; these
account for over a quarter of ship traffic into
Vancouver. Containers, steel boxes mostly
about 40ft long, are loaded and unloaded
using specialized gantry cranes which run on
tracks on the wharf. After the holds are filled,
the typical container ship will have six or
seven layers of containers stacked on deck.
Ferry riders will be most familiar with the
three container berths immediately north of
the Tsawwassen ferry terminal; there are
more container berths in Burrard Inlet.
Containerized goods, of course, can be
taken away from the wharf by truck or train
for packing or unpacking (‘stuffing’ and
‘destuffing’ are the colourful expressions)
elsewhere.
Then there are tankers, up to ‘Aframax’
size (750ft long); currently only about one per
week loading at Kinder Morgan’s Westridge
terminal; about 190 passenger vessels per
year, mainly cruise ships of all sizes; and some
300 ‘Ro-Ro’ (roll on, roll off) ships per year
carrying cars from Asia (some of these don’t
look like ships at all, more like big boxes with

a bridge on top).

They All Carry Oil

It’s not only the tankers that contain oil; all
ships need fuel. The typical bulk carrier,
designed for slow and economical steaming,
may carry 5,000 tonnes of bunker fuel in
various tanks throughout the ship. A
container ship, designed for fast passages,
may carry 7,000 tonnes of fuel, likely below
the bridge structure at the stern. Cruise ships,
which can fuel often, may carry 1,500-3,000
tonnes, depending on their size. And, of
course, tankers have fuel tanks as well as their
cargo. The cargo of an Aframax tanker loaded
at Westridge might be close to 100,000
tonnes of crude oil.
Close to half the ships calling at Vancouver
also take on fuel in the port, usually from fuel
barges towed by tugs.

Spill Response

In Haro Strait, oil spill response is currently
designed for a maximum of 10,000 tonnes,
with a response time of 48 hours. This is
probably inadequate for a fuel tank breach,
and certainly inadequate for a tanker. It is the
response time that is important to both the
southern Gulf Islands and the San Juan
Islands. Forty-eight hours is four (or more)
complete tidal cycles—enough to carry spilled
oil throughout all the islands. Arachne Reef,
waiting for the unwary mariner on the outside
of the turn at Turn Point, is about six miles
from the nearest part of Salt Spring Island.

Traffic Growth Predicted

While the greatest attention has been given to
the expected growth in tanker traffic—Kinder
Morgan predict an additional 400 tankers per
year from their ‘twinned’ Trans Mountain
pipeline—other types of traffic are expected to
grow as well. (All the estimates that follow are
tentative, and should be treated with caution.)
The largest proposal is for the construction
of the Gateway Pacific bulk loading facility at
Cherry Point, just south of Boundary Bay in
Washington State. This is forecast to load up
to 487 vessels per year, mainly with coal. It’s
not clear what route shipping will use for
access, but Rosario Strait (east of the San Juan
Islands) is very narrow, and is currently used
for tanker access to refineries at Cherry Point
and Anacortes. Haro Strait is a distinct
possibility.
Increased loadings at other Vancouver

area bulk facilities are forecast as 100
ships/year at Westshore, 176 ships/year at
Neptune Terminals (on the north shore of
Burrard Inlet, just east of the Lions Gate
Bridge), 28 ships at the Richardson Grain
terminal (in Burrard Inlet), and a possible 40
ships if the Fraser-Surrey Docks/Texada coal
barge scheme goes ahead. The total, including
Gateway Pacific, is over 800 additional bulk
carriers.
Add to that a predicted 70 container
ships/year at Deltaport (and possibly this
does not allow for the Roberts Bank 2
proposal for three additional container
berths).
The total is over 1,200 additional vessels in
Haro Strait: a potential 40% increase.

Double The Risk: A New
And Different Response

A 40% increase in traffic doubles the risk of
collision or accident, simply because there are
more ship-to-ship meetings. This doubles the
risk of oil spills. The risk of catastrophic spills
is still small—it was always small. The risk of
smaller spills is significantly increased, and
with the island shores close by, and the
serious environmental and economic
consequences of even a small quantity of oil
fouling, it becomes a greater worry to
Islanders on both sides of the border.
For small spills, rapid response is
particularly important. The current response
capability—10,000 tonnes within 48 hours,
seems totally inadequate to protect island
shores. Kinder Morgan has proposed that this
be doubled and the response time halved—all
well and good for possible tanker accidents.
The protection of the Gulf and San Juan
Islands cannot be accomplished by barges of
oil-spill equipment based in Burrard Inlet.
More usefully, Kinder Morgan have
suggested that operational ‘staging areas’ be
established at Sidney, Sooke, and DeltaPort
(plus existing bases at Burnaby, Duncan,
Esquimalt, and Nanaimo) and that ten 150tonne ‘Community Response Packages’ for
spilled oil capture and cleanup be located
along the shipping route, in order to reduce
response times. This also implies permanent
community-based staffing at these locations
(on the US side, a start has been made on this
approach). 0
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Islands Trust ia an NEB
commenter - Sheila Malcolmson,

Concerns about an oil spill’s impact on the Islands Trust Area
have been voiced by islanders and their elected representatives
for decades. An oil spill would have devastating consequences
for the region’s sensitive ecology and the economies and
communities dependent on it.
In December, pipeline company Kinder Morgan applied to
the National Energy Board (NEB) to triple pipeline capacity
through Burnaby, increasing oil tanker traffic through the
Islands Trust Area by 700%. Largely diluted bitumen, this oil
will pose particularly difficult challenges if spilled.
In February, Islands Trust Council had to decide how to
participate in the NEB hearing process regarding this pipeline
expansion project. The NEB process offered two options: a
‘commenter’ may submit a letter (we think in October); an
‘intervenor’ can present written evidence (and be crossexamined), cross-examine other witnesses’ evidence, and file a
final argument.
Council requested an extension to the filing deadline, in
order to debate the decision at our quarterly meeting. When the
NEB denied the request, Council had to vote by email. After
receiving staff advice that hiring lawyers and expert witnesses
might affect core functions of the Islands Trust and divert
resources from islanders’ other key concerns, Council voted to
participate as a ‘commenter’.
I support Council’s decision to take the lower-level NEB
‘commenter’ role. We’re a small local government with a limited
budget for advocacy, so Trust Council is always choosing what’s
most important and most effective. Given that we can’t do
everything we’d like, the considerations I weighed were:
• At 4% of current vessel traffic, oil tankers do not present
the only spill risk in the Salish Sea. Freighters and bulk container
vessels, expected to double in number by 2021, each carry
enough bunker oil to pose an oil spill risk. While partners are
focused on the NEB pipeline review, I want Council to reserve
capacity to continue advocacy on overdue changes to marine
shipping safety and the oil spill response regime. Council has
focussed on this for the past four years and I’d be sad to lose
momentum if we put all our eggs in the NEB basket.
• I’m not sure the NEB is our best hope for tanker safety and
spill prevention. Since the NEB cannot impose conditions on
federal or provincial agencies, I don’t think it can regulate ocean
activities. The NEB can only recommend that Kinder Morgan
undertake the oil spill measures that are within its control, yet
once the oil has left Westridge terminal, it is no longer within
the custody of Kinder Morgan or under NEB regulations.
Islands Trust arguments along these lines might end up as nonbinding recommendations on agencies outside the NEB’s
regulatory control.
• Finally, with no federal funding for participation, Council
would pay ‘intervention’ costs from local property taxes to hire
lawyers and experts. This might have meant raising taxes and
reducing spending on other important advocacy issues, like
BCFerries fare hikes and service cuts, derelict vessels, and
proposed changes to the Agricultural Land Reserve. Being a
‘commenter’ instead retains that capacity.
Islands Trust Council joins 2,135 participants in the NEB
process. Big thanks to the environmental groups who supported
islanders navigating the challenging registration process, which
appeared to discourage public participation. I am thankful that
First Nations and local governments along the pipeline route
have dedicated resources to apply as intervenors.
Council will continue to argue, in and outside the NEB
process, that the overwhelming risk of a marine spill on coastal
environments and island communities is sufficient to reject the
pipeline expansion proposal. Council will continue to advocate
to the federal government for long overdue changes to marine
shipping safety and oil spill response, and highlight the serious
risks all islanders are facing.

BUDGET from page 1

accounts, which the Auditor General says were created to
convey ‘an illusion of profitability’. Dividends are also being
pulled from ICBC ($480 million over the next 3 years) and—
believe it or not—BC Ferries ($18 million 2014-2017), again
resulting in higher than necessary rates.

From Income Tax to User Fees

It is questionable whether the provincial budget is balanced, but
it is clear that a massive shift from taxation based on ability to
pay (income taxes) to regressive user fees, over 12 years of this
Liberal government, is hurting low and middle income families,
exacerbating poverty rates (the highest in Canada) and
damaging our economy. In fact, BC has the worst record of job
creation in Canada since Premier Clark’s Jobs Plan was
announced, with thousands of private sector job losses, net outmigration from BC to other provinces, and the highest number
of temporary foreign workers of any province in Canada.
Despite slogans during the election campaign about ‘debt
free BC’, the Liberal government is accumulating debt at the
fastest rate in BC’s history—by $24 billion over the 2011-2017
period alone. Prudent infrastructure investments can provide
economic and social benefits for decades, but provincial
mismanagement has resulted in over $3 billion in cost overruns
on a number of major capital projects (such as BC stadium roof,
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Remember the winter drivng advertisment we ran on Nov 21? Not here surely? February’s heavy snowfall and slippery roads
caused all sorts of mishaps, this one was on Mayne. Road crews, linemen, fire departments and emergency services worked
tirelessly to keep most of us on track. Pender’s black-out lasted 40 hours. Hopefully this was winter’s last hurrah.

National rail strategy

Bruce Hyer, Member of Parliament for Thunder Bay–Superior
North and Deputy Leader of the Green Party of Canada
embarked on a rail trip from Halifax to Montreal, Sunday
March 2, in order to push for a national transportation strategy
and to raise awareness of funding cuts which could mean the
end of passenger rail in the Maritimes as early as this summer.
With CN Rail abandoning a 71-km stretch of track between
Bathurst and Miramichi in New Brunswick that is shared jointly
with VIA Rail, passenger rail service in the Maritimes will likely
come to an end this July.
‘Since Confederation, our coast-to-coast rail network has
served to unite our country and streamline our economy,’ said
Hyer. ‘But today, we’re facing the cancellation of passenger rail

service in places like the Maritimes, we have too many tragic
accidents and freight derailments, especially with dangerous
DOT-111 rail cars shipping bitumen, and we have a government
that puts oil company profits above the public interest.’
A long-time rail transportation advocate, Hyer has also
worked extensively to restore passenger rail service along Lake
Superior’s north shore, in his home riding of Thunder Bay–
Superior North.
Right now, we are the only OECD country without a national
transportation strategy, said Elizabeth May, Saanich–Gulf
Islands MP and Leader of the Green Party of Canada. ‘It’s time
for this government to show some leadership and work to
improve rail infrastructure and safety standards.’ 0

Trust’s Opposition To Tankers

Islands Trust Council advocacy to senior governments about oil
spill and tanker issues dates from 1979. In 2010, San Juan
County and Islands Trust Council expressed extreme concern to
our respective federal governments about marine shipping’s oil
spill risks and the poor state of readiness to respond to a major
spill in the Salish Sea, and we advocated for compatible, worldclass maritime safety and oil spill regulations on both sides of the
border.
In 2011, Council requested a federal study on how bitumen
reacts in marine environments and whether bitumen spill
response is adequate.
Council opposed Kinder Morgan's proposal in 2011 and
subsequently voted to oppose in principle oil pipeline projects
that lead to west coast oil export expansion.
In 2012, Council urged a phase-out of west coast tanker and
barge crude oil export as part of a Canadian national energy
strategy.
Details at www.islandstrust.bc.ca (search ‘tanker advocacy’).

Sheila Malcolmson chairs the Islands Trust Council, a
federation of local government bodies representing 25,000
people and 460 islands in the Salish Sea, with a provincial
mandate to preserve and protect the unique environment of
the Islands Trust Area.
convention centre, the northwest BC power line, and Port Mann
Bridge).
The Auditor General also notes that the provincial debt, of
almost $70 billion by 2017, does not include tens of billions in
contractual obligations to private power producers. This power
is being sold in export markets at a loss to BC Hydro of several
hundred million dollars per year.
As for LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas), the provincial
government just announced a tax regime that effectively allows
proponents to defer much of its tax obligation until all of the
capital costs of facilities are paid down, meaning the province
may receive little or no LNG revenue for up to a decade.
The counter-factual nature of claims by the provincial
government about jobs, the debt and LNG come as no surprise
to many. But even cynical observers were shocked by the court
judgment that, for the second time, ordered the provincial
government to reinstate class size and composition provisions
in BC teachers’ contracts. According to sworn testimony in court
by the lead provincial negotiator, the province attempted to
provoke a teachers’ strike to gain public support for its cuts to
education.
This kind of government requires all of us to push back
against its destructive agenda. 0

UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL

Voluntary Subscriptions help
keep all this great news coming!

If you receive Island Tides in your mailbox, pick
it up at a yellow box or rack located from Victoria

to Campbell River, or read online, you can show
your support with a voluntary subscription of
$30 (includes gst) or an amount of your choice.

BUT WAIT! THERE’S MORE!

We have a fun opportunity for
voluntary
subscribers:
‘double your
sub’ to $60,
and ask for
your very own
Island Tides
T–shirt! (S, M,
L or X-L)

YOU ARE PART OF THE GOOD NEWS
Your repeat subscriptions are making
a difference! Our especial thanks to
readers who renew—our 2014
voluntary subscriptions are coming up!
Please mail subscriptions to:

Box 55, Pender Island, BC V0N 2M0

Or call 1.250.216.2267 with your VISA/MC
www.islandtides.com
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What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND & ALL THE GULF ISLANDS
Tues, Wed & Sat, March 4, 5 & 8

Scrabble Fundraiser for ‘Turning the Tide of HIV/AIDS in
Africa—Games Schedule: TUES, MARCH 4: Salt Spring Inn, 2–4pm;
WED, MARCH 5: Salt Spring Inn, 2–4pm; SAT MARCH 8: Clubhouse
Bar & Grill (SS Golf Course) 6pm • organized by Salt Spring
Grand(m)others to Grandmothers in support of the Stephen Lewis
Foundation • Info: 250-931-6830 • SALT SPRING

Saturday, March 8

Water Purification & Waste Management
Seminar—In an extended emergency, eg.
large earthquake, what would you do?
Learn about purifying your water,
environmentally sound methods for waste
disposal, and more. Free Admission,
demonstrations, handouts, door prizes •
Saturna, Community Hall, 1-3 pm • Info: 1.866.308.6160,
npep@shaw.ca • SATURNA

Tuesday, March 11

Rally Against BC Ferries Cuts—many speakers including MLA
Claire Trevena Opposition Transportation Critic, bring your
placards, bring your voices, organized by BC Ferry Coalition •
Legislature Lawn, Victoria • 11:30am-1:30pm • Info:
www.bcferrycoalition.com • VICTORIA

Thursday, March 13

David Eggert Cello & Piano Recital—
Canadian cellist who won first prize and five
special awards at the 2008 International Cello
Competition Antonio Janigro in Zagreb, and
received an honorary award at the Naumburg
International Cello Competition in New York •
School Auditorium • 7:30pm • Tickets: $25 at
Talisman Books & Gallery, Southridge Store,
and at the door • PENDER

Friday, March 14 to Sunday, March 30

Spring Break Family Fun Swims—Enjoy the wavepool,
waterslide, diving boards, inflatable, pirate ship, toddler pool,
swirlpool, family changerooms, steam, sauna & Aqua Terra Cafe •
Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat
Bay Hwy at Royal Oak Exit) • Info for swim times: 24-hour Swim
Info-line 250-475-7620 • SAANICH

Friday, Saturday & Sunday, March 14, 15 & 16

Rock & Gem Show—Theme: ‘Birthstones’—something
for the whole family: demonstrators & vendors from BC,
Alberta & Ontario, gem cutters at work, rock polishing,
silversmithing, opal cutting, beads, showcases, gold
panners, special activities for children, and much more! •
Leonardo da Vinci Centre, 195 Bay Street • Fri: 12:308:30pm, Sat: 10am-6pm, Sun: 10am-4pm • Tickets:
Adults $5, Seniors/Students $4, Family (4) $12, Weekend
Pass $10 • Info: www.vlms.ca • VICTORIA

Tuesday, March 18

Grand Opening of Pender Sushi at its new
location at Pender Island Golf & Country
Club; same delicious food and friendly
staff—new view • 11am–8pm • Info; 250629-6263, www.penderislandgolf.com/resturant.htm • PENDER

Fri, Sats, Suns, March 21, 22, 23, 29, 30 & Tues, April 1

Islands’ Theatre Tour—Mayne Island Little Theatre brings Eve
Ensler’s Broadway show Emotional Creature to the
southern Gulf Islands • MAYNE: Fri & Sat, Mar 21,
22, Agricultural Hall, 8pm, Tix @ Trading Post,
Home Hardware, GALIANO: Sun, Mar 23, South
Hall, 8pm, Tix @ PO & Galiano Books, 250-5393077; SATURNA: Sat, Mar 29, Community Hall,
8pm, Tix @ General Store, 250-539-5750; PENDER:
Sun, Mar 30, CommunityHall, 2pm, Tix @ Talisman
Books, 250-629-6944; SALT SPRING: Tues, April 1,
ArtSpring, 8pm, Tix @ ArtSpring, 250-537-2125 •
Admission: Adults $15, students $10, parental guidance advised •
MAYNE, GALIANO, SATURNA, PENDER, SALT SPRING

Friday, May 9

ArtCraft Registration Deadline—Call for
new applicants and registration for ArtCraft
2014, BC’s longest running, juried arts and
crafts show, representing the best of the
southern Gulf Islands • Located in downtown
Ganges, Salt Spring, the show opens on
June 13 and runs until September15 •
Registration forms and information online at
www.ssartscouncil.com and from Richard Steel 250-537-0899 •
SOUTHERN GULF ISLANDS
Single-venue (50 words): $39.90 includes image
Multi-venue (70 words): $44.10, $50.40 w image
Payment with order by Visa or MasterCard, please

Email: islandtides@islandtides.com • 250.216.2267
Next Deadline: March 12

Visibility For
Your Event!
40,000 Readers!
What A Bargain!
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Room for pedestrians and cyclists! The new path along Gabriola’s Taylor Bay Road
leading to the ferry terminal, which was previously a treacherous stretch of road.

ArtShift BC — a Cure for the Common Protest
A diverse group of artists, activists, organizers, youth and
citizens came together on March 1 for the first-ever ArtShift.
Held at the Woodward’s Atrium in Vancouver, Coast Salish
Territories, this unique all-day event provided hands-on
instruction and skills training in creative action and the use of
art in social movements.
‘ArtShift is based on a belief that everyone has the capacity
for creativity, and that when ignited, that creativity is a force that
can move the world and make change irresistible,’ said
Cameron Fenton, Director of the Canada Youth Climate
Coalition.
‘Understanding how art and creativity has been used in past
social movements is especially important in BC right now. With
action heating up around tar sands, fracking, and pipelines, we
need new skills, connections, and ideas to show opposition.’ he
said.

The goal of the event was to provide an inclusive space for
people of all ages to share skills, exchange ideas and build
capacity for creative action. Participants were introduced to a
variety of creative skills and activities such as silkscreening,
stencilling, street art and building large action props.
Organizers engaged participants in the creation of several
projects to be used at future rallies and protests—including
banners, large cardboard structures and a 70-foot inflatable
pipeline.
Performance art was not left out. Following the day’s
workshops, the event wrapped-up with spoken word and
musical performances.
ArtShift is a ‘legacy project’ of PowerShift BC, a major youth
climate conference held in Victoria last fall to foster
collaboration among young people in movements seeking social
and environmental justice. 0

heeky is dead. The five-year-old grizzly that Robert
Johnson knew from his many visits to the Kwatna River
estuary near Bella Bella is no longer a living part of the
Great Bear Rainforest. The magnificent animal did not die
because some biological imperative in the great design of
wilderness placed a claim on this particular bear. It died because
a hockey player wanted a trophy. So he shot it, removed it from
existence in a gesture that seemed as meaningful as a goal, a
penalty or an on-ice fight.
Clayton Stoner, the 28-year-old hockey defenseman for the
Minnesota Wild who killed the bear, had the legal right to do
so. ‘I applied for and received a grizzly bear hunting license
through a British Columbia limited entry lottery last winter,’ he
explained, ‘and shot a grizzly bear with my license while hunting
with my father, uncle and a friend in May. I love to hunt and
fish and will continue to do so with my family and friends in
British Columbia.’
Robert Johnson, a field technician with the Coastal Guardian
Watchmen Network, experienced the bear differently. As his
research group collected grizzly DNA for study and
identification, the bear would walk through the high estuary
grasses, often within 50 metres of them, ‘pop his head up, look
at us, and stick his tongue out at us,’ Johnson said. This playful
curiosity and friendliness explains why they nicknamed him
Cheeky. ‘We started talking to him, telling him what we were
doing there. We got to know him quite well, to the point we
could go in on our boat... and get off and walk around in the area
without having to worry about him.’ (Larry Pynn,Vancouver
Sun, September 4/13).
This ‘worry’, however, had another dimension. It was not
what Cheeky might do to people — the researchers seemed to
have reached an accord that the estuary could be peacefully
shared — but what people might do to Cheeky. Johnson had
advised Stoner and his group of hunters that the Coastal First
Nations had declared a ban on the trophy hunting of bears at
Kwatna, and asked that he respect this prohibition. Stoner
apparently replied that he had a legal right to hunt and would
do so.
The next day Johnson heard three sharp shots slice across
the silence of the estuary. He wasn't witness to the actual
shooting. Neither did he see the head, paws and skin being cut
from the dead bear. But he did find the remainder of the corpse
left to rot in the open field where Cheeky had been browsing.
And, when he saw the brown hide being unloaded from the

hunters’ Zodiac, he immediately recognized ‘the colour, the size
of him,’ said Johnson. (A photograph and DNA samples later
confirmed the identity of the dead bear.)
A bear, of course, cannot describe the experience of dying.
As with all deaths, this is a private affair that happens to the
exclusion of everyone else. The darkness and silence that follows
ensures that the process remains a secret, a bond of inviolable
mystery that never escapes from the inexplicable.
We all know, of course, that Cheeky died. And now we know
how Cheeky died. But no one can really know the details, the
precise process that a bear's consciousness might have
experienced on that quiet May afternoon on a peaceful estuary
of the Great Bear Rainforest. Clayton Stoner, the man who
pulled the trigger of the rifle, wouldn't know—perhaps he
wouldn't want to know because it might complicate his ‘love’ of
hunting. Robert Johnson wouldn't know either — perhaps we
would prefer not to know because his familiarity with Cheeky
would make the reality more painful. But imagination and
compassion, the guiding voices of conscience and ethics, can
risk a guess.
Cheeky's first sensation of being shot was probably an instant
and searing pain followed by a sudden numbness as its body
went into shock from the impact of the bullet. Maybe then a
reflex of vague fear and a rush of protective struggle as the deep
mechanisms of its brain attempted to right itself from the
encroaching dizziness, to reconcile these alien sensations with
the explosive crack heard and felt almost simultaneously. Then,
perhaps, a brief rush of confusion, a bewildering sense of being
lost, a pointless urge to run, an overwhelming and futile impulse
to reclaim the order and tranquility of the moments before.
The second and third shots may not have been heard or felt.
The dull shock of the bullets would have merely hastened the
blurring of surroundings, the dimming of awareness, the
twisting tumble into darkness, the final falling that would end
without a landing. Perhaps Cheeky's last moments as a bear
were a consuming blackness that disappeared into itself until
not even the blackness remained.
Clayton Stoner returned to his charter boat with his trophy,
lounged on the deck, balanced the severed head of the grizzly
on his knee, and posed for a photograph. Robert Johnson
returned to his research camp near the Kwatna estuary and
wept. 0
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Cheeky: The Killing of a Bear - Ray Grigg

Ray Griggs is a freelance essay writer, who is also published
on several online news sources.
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